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the cafe chantant AT THE HOTEL CECIL.
It is satisfactory to learn that the entertainment in aid of extending the work of the Royal British Nurses' Association is meeting with enthusiastic support. Feeble efforts have been made to disparage the movement, 011 the stupid ground that it is derogatory to the dignity ?f members of the nursing profession ; but little notice 18 taken of such ignorant criticisms, for it is well known that the object in view is not to place the association in a sound position with regard to current expenses. The object is to carry out certain developments necessary in the interests of the profession which cannot be attempted Until some invested funds are again at the disposal of the corporation; and it is a libel on the Royal president, the patronesses, the many ladies and gentlemen "^ho have promised their services 011 the occasion, and the nurses themselves, to talk about the fete as " a form ?f pauperising trained nurses." The Princess Christian. who has always been foremost in recognising the work done by nurses, would be the last person to associate herself with any step likely to injure their professional status, which as a matter of fact is not at stake.
THE WRECK OF THE "STELLA."
We regret to hear that, though Miss Baker, of Nightingale Lodge. St. Thomas's Hospital, was saved from the wreck of the " Stella." she unhappily lost her father. She was unable to supply details of the disaster, but she has, naturally, terribly sad and bitter memories of the awful time she endured, and she says that the personal strain was so great that she " cannot remember seeing anything of the other passengers." ICE CREAMS AND DISTRICT NURSES.
The ice cream season is. in a sense, always with us; hut the time is approaching when it will be at its height, and the recent death of a child eleven years ?ld from the effects of eating ice cream prompts us to remind distinct nurses 'that they might render important help in the direction of modifying the mischief arising from the consumption of the popular, but unwholesome, commodity. They might, for instance, warn mothers to encourage their children to spend their pennies in harmless sweets instead of on ice creams, and the children themseh'es that it is much more dangerous when they are hot to eat ices than it is to drink cold water. Of course, it is only by constantly repeating the statemen that children can be brought to realise it; but, as to a Tery large extent, they have learnt the risk of drinking cold water when they are uncomfortably warm, it is by no nieans hopeless to endeavour to instruct them concerning the graver perils they run II.?Hot and Cold Water, Dripping Sheet, &c. Considering the bath as a form of treatment I will briefly mention the chief points aimed at in hot, warm, and cold baths and packs. The hot bath is given at a temperature of 98 to 112 deg. Fahr., and is either local or general according to the effect it is desired to produce. The first principle involved in the application of both hot and cold water is that either of these produces a marked reaction. A warm bath is not followed by reaction, consequently it is not to be compared from the point of view of treatment with either hot or cold water. We are all familiar with the fact that hot water ?either in the form of a bath or of a fomentation?produces distension of the arteries and increases the vital activity and temperature of the part to which it is applied. Prolonged hot fomentation causes the blood vessels to relax more or less permanently and so to relieve congestions. It is for this reason that prolonged hot sitz baths are given to relieve pelvic congestions, &c. The hot bath artificially raises the bodily heat proportionately to the temperature of the water, and much increases the rate of the pulse. Because of this stimulating and excitant effect, hot baths do not suit all patients, and the nurse should carefully watch for symptoms of flushing and faintness in cases for which hot baths are ordered. The hot foot-bath has sometimes the same effect of causing dizziness and faintness through over-stimulation. In many excitable patients the hot bath produces sleeplessness, and this result should of course be reported promptly to the doctor, who may in such a case order the hot bath some hours before the usual sleeping time, so that the excitant effect of the bath will have worn off before the sleep hour, and thus will not interfere with a good night's rest. In some ot her patients, in whom hot bathing produces a feeling of faintness and exhaustion, the bath seems to act as a sleep-producer. The opposite effects on differing temperaments should not be lost sight of by the nurse.
Nurses must remember that a bath at 100 deg. and upwards may in a very short time increase the patient's pulse from the normal to the rate of 102 to 120 beats per minute, which explains why a patient under hotbath treatment needs watching. If a feeling of faintness occur while the patient is in the bath a cold, wet towel should be applied to the head, cold water added to the bath, and the patient lowered as nearly horizontal as possible.
When the hot bath is used to excite and promote the action of the skin, the best plan to adopt is to begin the bath at 99 deg. or 100 deg. Fahr., and to raise it by the gradual addition of hot water to a temperature of 108 deg. to 110 deg., allowing it to remain at the latter temperature for about ten minutes.
After this the patient is wrapped in blankets and thoroughly sweated for two to three hours. The gradual raising of the temperature lessens the excitant and stimulating effect on the heart and blood vessels, and allows the bath to be taken at a higher temperature. Few We can confidently recommend to our readers'notice " The Twentieth Century Corset," which has been submitted for our opinion. It combines all the attributes which should be found in a perfect corset. The shape is good, it is light, and being made of firm strong net, it is well ventilated. The sides are laced with good elastic and allow for lung expansion without destroying the essential supporting properties. The corset is likely to find favour with all, but for invalids who could not endure a less comfortable support, for nurses, and all those engaged in active occupations the corset will be regarded as essential when once adopted. Either professional flMivcusbtons.
It is usually the new probationer who is conspicuous for the completeness of her chatelaine, and who possesses an ingenuity in devising novelties in pin-cushions which, were such brain power and invention concentrated on her work, would go far towards preventing her staff-nurse from so frequently wearing a worried look. The staff-nurse, however, does not herself invariably despise a novel and original pin-cusliion?especially when it is presented to her?idea and everything found. So varied are the shapes which pin-cushions assume that it may be interesting to note some of the novelties that now adorn the chatelaines of enterprising hospital pro's and their " staffs."
From the point of view of the inventor of new designs in pin-cushions much of the charm has vanished when the invention is copied. To be the wearer of a pin-cushion absolutely unique in the annals of ward history is to the new probationer almost as great glory as it is to the medical student to ba chosen captain of his hospital cricket team.
A pretty and suggestive form of pin-cushion is when it takes the shape of a padded splint. Some varieties are extremely complicated; others are merely after the type ?of simple fracture splints, while more ambitious workers carry theirs up to the most complex splint appliance known to modern surgery.
The surface may be plain or elaborately quilted; the object aimed at in either case is to make them look as professionally accurate as possible. A little piece of pink silk maj* be used to simulate jaconet, for the latter is too hard and unyielding to allow of the successful sticking in of pins.
Another pin-cushion savouring of the profession is a miniature roll of white water bandage. This kind of pin-cushion is evanescent and fleeting since it soon soils and the edges speedily fray. One probationer specially skilful at needlework evolved a pin-cushion as a present to " Sister," which is regarded as a triumph of the art of pin-cushion making. She fashioned a Liliputian stethoscope from cardboard, lightly wadded it, and covered it with brown velveteen. It really was most workmanlike, and when hung on the chatelaine looked quite prepared to do its lawful duty in the auscultation of dolls. Some nurses fasten their R.B.N. A. badges on to flat pin-cushirns shaped to fit, and thus they are able to wear the medals of their association turned to practical account. Various In the travel advertisements you will see a notice of this cheap and popular excursion, which starts on Saturday, May 27th. Last time several of our nurses joined, and greatly appreciated the trip, with the complete change of scene, climate, people, and indeed everything else which it afforded. It would be quite impossible, travelling independently, to spend so small an amount, for the return ticket to Como
